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Structure planned to solve parking dilemma
By Maral Kati
A partially underground, 
multi-itory parking structure to 
accommo^te parking for the 
future Performing Arts Center is 
scheduled to begin construction 
in 1992.
Doug Oerard, executive dean 
of facilities administration, said 
the Performing Arts Center, a 
joint project financed by the dty 
and Cal Poly, will begin con­
struction south of the Cal Poly 
Theatre in 1991.
He said the $8.3 million park­
ing structure should be com­
pleted at about the same time as 
the Arts Center, since it won’t 
take as long to build.
“ We don’t want to obstruct 
the view from Visu Grande, so 
at the most it will be one parking 
level above ground,’* Gerard 
said.
The mgjor problem associated 
with building parking strudures
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Asbestos clean-up 
will begin in summer
By Kathryn Hulls
Staff Writar
Two asbestos surveys at Cal 
Poly confirmed the presence of 
Asbestos Containing Building 
Materials (ACBM) in all but six 
of the buildings on campus.
The surveys conducted by 
Baker Consultants in 1983 and 
by Dynamac in 1987, the two 
com panies responsible for 
surveying all CSU campuses, 
revealed that most campus 
buildings contain asbestos. Only 
one building, Kennedy Library, 
was determined to be asbestos 
free.
The first buildings slated for 
asbestos removal are the Farm 
Shop, Ornamental Horticulture 
and Engineering West Buildings 
this summer, said Ed Naretto,
director of plant operations.
ACBMs were used in the rough 
ceiling spray in the Farm Shop 
and Ornamental Horticulture 
Building and in the water pipe 
insulation in Engineering West.
in Vista Grande, ACBMs were 
used in the steam heat, conden­
sate return and hot water pipe 
insulation in the mechanical 
rooms and also in the rough ceil­
ing spray in the dining rooms.
Vista Grande restaurant will 
close from Sept. II to the begin­
ning of winter quarter for 
asbestos removal.
Asbestos was frequently used 
as a building material until it 
was made illegal in 1979.
Asbestos materials are not 
dangerous unless they become 
airborn due to physical damage 
Sec ASBESTOS, back page
is the cost. Cal Poly architectural 
coordinator Peter Phillips said. 
“ Structures are very expensive.’’
Phillips estimated that the 
price for one parking space in the 
structure would be about $10,000 
— compared to $1,000 for a simi­
lar space in a paved lot on the 
ground.
The structure will aeate 1,330 
parking spaces, Gerard said.
Phillips said he sees the need 
for a parking structure, because
the parking that is currently
available is no longer able to 
serve the academic core of the 
campus.
“ The chancellor’s office looks 
at us (Cal Poly), and we’ve got 
6,(X)0 acres, and they say, ’Hey, 
why don’t you build on the land,’ 
benuse it’s a lot cheaper,’’ said 
Phillips. “ But, of course, as the 
campus infills with buildings and 
cars, the outlying areas are get­
ting too far away to serve the
academic core with parking.’’
Based on this assessment, he 
said, the chancellor’s office 
commissioned an outside firm. 
The Walker Company, to deter­
mine the need of a structure on 
campus. In its study last month, 
the company concluded that a 
structure was necessary.
“ The fact is, we need struc­
tures,’’ he said. “ Where they will 
go at this point and time is 
uncertain.’’
W O W  takes on a new approach
Orientation incorporates changes to improve program
By Tracy C.  Fowler
auffWilMr
Cal Poly’s Week of Welcome 
orientation program has cap­
tured the spirit of spring with 
new changes and growth in its 
counselor training.
Every Tuesday night during 
spring quarter, 320 counselors- 
to-be, six WOW board members 
and 24 facilitators take over 
Chumash Auditorium. Bu* unlike 
previous years, this year’s train­
ing is covering topics such as 
date rape and health and nutri­
tion.
“ At the beginning of the year 
we (the WOW board) sat down 
and brainstormed about what we 
thought needed to be changed 
and improved,’’ said Frank War­
ren, WOW vice chairman.
“ Date rape came out of a 
discussion of topics that needed 
to be covered,’’ he added. “ Other 
topics being covered for the first 
time are minority students, the 
history of San Luis Obispo, and 
how to  dea l w ith  a d u lt 
WOWIes.’’
According to chairman Ron 
Blumstein, the changes came 
about because the board looked 
at the program and decided to 
omit little details and include
more pertinent information.
“ We didn’t cut anything,’’ 
Warren said. “ We fine-tuned 
things so that we could add 
more.’’
“ During winter quarter, the 
board spoke with faculty and 
department heads to find out 
what their perspective on WOW 
was,’’ said Blumstein.
We take it very 
seriously. It*s not Just 
silly hats — we have an 
incredible influence (on 
new students). § 9
— Frank W arren, 
WOW vice chairman
Much faculty criticism has 
been based on the lack of aca­
demic em phasis in WOW, 
Blumstein said. This year the 
board is working on strengthen­
ing that aspect. He said one of 
the difficulties is that faculty 
members “ don’t see what goes 
on outside of school, they see the 
games. What they miss is 
counselors taking a group to the
beach and on the way talking 
about CAPTURE.’’
Other faculty and community 
concerns are the health of the 
counselors and new students 
during WOW week. Therefore, 
meetings have covered nutrition, 
proper sleep and first-aid, 
Blumstein said.
Each Tuesday night meeting 
begins with ice-breaking exer­
cises, said Warren. Then the 
facilitators and their 13-14 
counselors-in-training listen to 
talks on important topics (ie. 
public safety) by guest speakers. 
Group discussions and activities 
fill the rest of the meeting.
There is more counselor in­
volvement this year, Blumstein 
said. For instance, experienced 
counselors present problems they 
have had with their previous 
WOW groups through funny 
skits.
“ We have tried to make it in­
fo-training,’’ Warren said.
The main focus of this year’s 
training, according to both War­
ren and Blumstein, “ is how to be 
the best counselor you can be.’’
Counselor social gatherings are 
another new development coor­
d in a te d  by B lu m ste in . 
Counselors go to places like The 
Sec WOW, back page
2001: Cal Poly seeks to prevent 
possible shortage o f engineers
By Kimberiy Patniw
Staff Writer
Will Cat Poly be better, more 
competitive in the year 20001 As 
the turn o f the century ap­
proaches, Cal Poly is planning for  
the future. This is the first o f a 
Mustang Daily series o f articles 
that mil look at the schools o f Cal 
Poly, where they are going and 
what they are doing to influence 
the future o f  the university.
Both the School of Engineering 
and the School of Science and 
Mathematics are fighting a cur­
rent trend that, in the year 2000, 
will create a deficiency of 600,000 
scientists and engineers.
One of the ways the two 
schools are fighting this trend is 
to get more underrepresented 
students into the programs. This 
month, the School of Science and 
Mathematics is adopting two 
mostly Hispanic high schools in 
the ^ u th  County. On May 19, 
the students will come to Cal Po­
ly for their first day on campus. 
Dean Philip S. Bailey is hoping
to bring the students on campus 
three times each year until they 
graduate from high school. The 
program is for “ high risk” stu­
dents, those who would not nor­
mally attend college.
Dean Peter Y. Lee said the 
School of Engineering is trying 
to recruit more minority stu­
dents as well. A special ad hoc 
committee is designing an action 
plan to recruit more minority and 
female professors. Lee said the 
committee is a special effort and 
will look at non-traditional, very 
effective means to change the 
current faculty situation.
Bailey said the School of 
Science and Mathematics is try­
ing to attract more students to 
its program, but that very few 
people are studying the fields of­
fered in the school.
He said, “ the big challenge for 
science and math in terms of the 
future is to get people to study 
science and math.”
Despite the lack of qualified 
graduates in these areas, both 
schools are impacted. Bailey said - 
50 percent of eligible freshman*
applicants to biological science 
are accepted and 60 percent to 
math and physics. The school 
accepts all transfer students in a 
university-wide effort to work in 
harmony with community col­
leges.
Lee said he does not see the. 
impaction problem changing in 
the future, even if the school 
grows.
“ I don’t think expansion can 
put us off the impacted list,” 
Sec DIRECTION, page S
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Students forget responsibilities
By David Kann
Commentary
Is SLO new party capital?
by Stewart McKenzie
“7/ was a little more than just a big party .... For San 
Luis Obispo I ’d cat! it a riot. ”
— Jim Daly, resident manager o f Cedar Creek 
condominiums, quoted in the May I edition o f the 
Telegram-Tribune
Poly Royal. 'Tis but a dim 
memory now, but for one brief 
shining moment, collegiate anar­
chy reigned. Isla Vista had been 
Federal Expressed up here for 
the weekend, and SLO’s finest 
turned pale. In a rare burst away 
from apathy, the students fought 
for their right to party.
The police, realizing three peo­
ple out of 500 getting rowdy was 
enough incentive to start crack­
ing some heads, got to work. The 
crack enforcement teams from 
Crestón to Nipomo were called 
in. And so began the rush toward 
Cedar Creek, a stately complex of 
techno-condos that looks like 
Timbercove Lodge.
While all the cops in the coun­
ty were battling people puking in 
planter boxes, parties raged 
throughout town. Drunk drivers 
were free to roam in traffic on 
Foothill at midnight. (Yes, traffic 
on Foothill at midnight — what a 
concept.) At least the cops didn’t 
go to the Vets’ Flail and break up 
the high school prom going on.
Finally, the disease has come 
to Poly Royal. It’s the Chico 
State Syndrome that’s come to 
roost here, though I never 
thought I’d see the day. CSS 
came about through the riots at 
Chico’s Pioneer Days a couple of 
years ago. Pioneer Days are sim­
ilar to Poly Royal, except one is 
expected to shotgun a beer for 
admission.
Though Pioneer Days are no 
more, they usually occurred close 
to Poly Royal. Some people 
predicted students from other 
schools would redirect their 
Chico travel plans to San Luis 
Obispo. But Poly Royal is so 
genteel. Parents love walking 
around Poly and buying things 
like a tri-tip chunklet-on-a-stick. 
And everyone inevitably heads 
to dinner. (“ Dinner” for me is a 
meal with meat and vegetables.) 
Parents love Poly Royal because.
well, it ain’t Pioneer Days. About 
the closest Ma and Pa will get to 
partying is hitting a half-carafe 
of Zinfandel at the Newman 
Catholic Center wine-tasting.
Why did everyone get lively all 
of a sudden? Is it because of 
more people coming from out of 
town? Is it because CAPTURE 
now limits pre-registration, pro­
mpting students to take lighter 
loads? Is it because Morton 
Downey Jr. takes pleasure in 
pain ting  sw astikas on his 
forehead in airport bathrooms?
If this Poly Royal is indeed a 
turning point, I welcome it. I’m 
tired of Poly Royal being so 
goody-goody. I’m tired of selling 
a cornucopia of food from quaint­
ly screened booths, wading 
through throngs of parents and 
then being told the party’s over 
at 9 p.m. It was really nice to see 
the students of Poly, usually 
stressed out on 20 units of lab­
time, actually in a festive mood. 
Still, 1 can’t condone the actions 
at Cedar Creek — by either the 
students or the police.
Students; It was pointed out to 
me recently if you are polite and 
courteous to the man in blue, you 
can move mountains. Call it what 
you want — the Model Citizen or 
the Ass-Kisser — it works. And 
please don’t pull fire alarms.
Police: Are you trained to han­
dle a riot situation or a large col­
lege party? True, I’d wet my 
pants at the sight of 400 drug- 
crazed fiends (alcohol is a drug, 
kids), but with proper training 
things can be handled better.
And finally, San Luis Obispo 
isn’t Isla Vista, and I’m glad it 
isn’t. But why can’t we have one 
weekend to get wild? We all 
know it’s a risk and people will 
get hurt, but hey, life’s a risk. 
Being stupid and asinine once in 
a while keeps us human. There’s 
too many work machines at Poly 
as it is.
I read with great interest, and some sympathy, 
the May 1 column “City disregards student im­
pact.”
While I agree that students living in San Luis 
Obispo have the same rights as any other individ­
ual living, working and paying rent or a mortgage, 
these rights, like any others, bring with them cer­
tain responsibilities. In fact, the source of the 
clashes between the students and the more per­
manent residents is precisely that forgetfulness 
which the column demonstrates so clearly.
First of all, it is a specious argument to claim 
that the students have certain special rights here 
because they spend a lot of money in the town. It 
must be an appealing one, though; it gets trotted 
out every year. By the logic of that argument, any 
drug dealer, for example, who spends a great deal 
of money in a given town has more right to do as 
he or she pleases than the rest of the citizens who 
live there. In fact, the basis of this argument is 
really that might (economic or otherwise) makes 
right, no matter what those with the might choose 
to do or whose rights are trampled on.
You may say, “ What do criminals have to do 
with students who just want to have a little fun?” 
On the face of it, perhaps, not much. However, 
criminal behavior is, among other things, disregard 
or ignorance of the rights and safety of others.
Everybody has the right to expect a reasonable 
amount of quiet at a reasonable hour of the even­
ing. Everybody has the right to expect his or her 
neighbors to show due regard for his or her pro­
perty. Every parent has the right to expect that his 
or her children do not have to be subjected to 
behavior which that parent prefers that his or her 
child not learn. So, then, what of the students’ 
regard for others’ rights when parties last until 
two or three in the morning in the backyards of the 
houses the students’ parents buy for them (and sell 
for a tidy profit), and the music is turned up to the 
threshold of pain and the laughing and yelling 
drowf) out the music? What of students’ regard for 
others’ rights when a homeowner wakes up the 
morning after one of these parties and finds his or
her lawn covered with beer and liquor bottles, 
puddles of urine and, in one case that 1 know of, 
solid excrement as well? What of the rights of 
people with families living hard by student houses 
whose children receive an early and unnecessary 
education in inappropriate language when these 
parties occur?
As to the matter of safety, I have seen too many 
students blast their cars and pickups through 
neighborhoods full of children playing or returning 
from school to believe that they have any regard 
for the safety of others. I have taken it upon 
myself to point out, not always gently, to those 
drivers whose attention I can get that there were 
my own and others’ children about and that their 
driving (for example a 40-mph handbrake turn in 
the middle of Southwood — I saw this one only last 
Saturday) could lead to somebody getting hurt. 
The response I get is usually incomprehension or a 
snappy, intelligent comeback such as: “ Get a.life!” 
or “ Kids? I thought they were cats.”
So, students had better try to see the situation 
from the point of view of the residents of San Luis 
Obispo before they condemn them. And perhaps 
they had better take a look at the behavior of a lot 
of their peers before they leap so quickly to their 
defense. In fact, they had better examine their own 
behavior if they really believe the column. The 
argument from economic power is infantile. The 
only respectable argument depends upon the 
recognition that rights confer responsibilities. At 
no point did the column appear to acknowledge 
those responsibilities.
The pity of the matter is that the majority of 
Poly students who live in town are good, responsi­
ble neighbors and that they are victims of 
stereotyping by the rest of the citizens of San Luis 
Obispo and the police. That this is the case is 
primarily the result of the rest of the students who 
seem to have the attitude of spoiled children who 
want whatever they want at any cost simply 
because they want it.
David Kann is a professor in the English depart­
ment.
Letters to the Editor
‘Censored’ band 
seeks answers
Editor — SMD and a famous 
female dancer were scheduled to 
perform during the April 27 ac­
tivity hour. Did censorship play 
a role in the cancellation of this 
presentation? Anne Muir, sched­
uler of activity hour events, can 
answer this one. Anne recently 
scheduled another band in place 
of SMD. What was the problem, 
Anne? There was certainly plen­
ty of interest in the SMD show. 
Are you scheduling what stu­
dents would like to see or censor­
ing reality for the administra­
tion?
If you don’t already know, our 
music explores reality in SLO: 
cops, PBS, general education, 
dorm food, beer, sex, abortion. 
These are certainly topics you’d 
expect Poly students to be vers­
ed in.
“ Unity Through Diversity.” 
Who made up this lie? Local
musical diversity was not sup­
ported at Poly Royal. SMD was 
also censored from the SAM 
stage lineup. Thanks to KCPR, 
however, for all its support.
Roger Graham 
Electronic Engineering
Peter Doctors 
Civil Engineering
Athletes already 
get tax support
Editor — This is in response to 
Christopher Craig’s writing 
(“ Athletes need support,” April 
21) .
We are sick and tired of hear­
ing the athletes at Cal Poly com­
plain about the lack of financial 
support for them. The teams al­
ready receive many thousands of 
dollars of the taxpayer’s money 
to pay for their facilities, equip­
ment and coaches. They also 
receive money for scholarships
from both the taxpayers and our 
own student fees. What do the 
taxpayers and students get for 
this money? Nothing.
The whole point of our being 
there is to receive an education. 
As part of that education, stu­
dents may take a variety of 
physical education courses. The 
administration has seen to it that 
we may train our bodies as vig­
orously as we train our minds.
Intercollegiate athletics are 
something that only a very small 
percentage of the students may 
participate in. All the money that 
is spent on allowing the athletes 
to play their respective games is 
a waste. That money could be 
used to hire more teachers so as 
to reduce the number of students 
unable to take the classes they 
need because of the demand. The 
athletes can continue to train on 
their own, and they can take the 
P.E. classes like the rest of us 
have to do.
Bruce Gittings 
Keith Ferrei
Mechanical Engineering
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Prof was 1st Peace Corps volunteer under JFK
By Julie Schmidt
Staff Writer
Architectural engineering pro­
fessor Jacob Feldman maintains 
he was the very first volunteer 
for the Peace Corps, yet he can’t 
prove it.
“ Believe it or not, the paper­
work was lost during the Nixon 
presidency, so I have no proof,” 
he said. “ I was one of the first 10 
volunteers picked when Kennedy 
first started the program in 
January of 1961. The contracts 
were all issued at the same time, 
but mine arrived to my house 
first and had the number 001 on 
it.”
However, at the 25th anniver­
sary celebration of the Peace
Corps in 1986, another man was 
pointed out as the first volunteer 
on the basis of having arrived at 
his station first.
As a civil engineering graduate 
fresh out of the University of 
Delaware, Feldman says he was 
attracted to the Peace Corps by 
his young, idealistic attitude. He 
said that President Kennedy in­
spired that kind of attitude in 
many young men in the early 
1960s to get the Peace Corps 
started.
Feldman spent two years in 
Tanganyika, which is now known 
as Tanzania, working on a 60- 
mile gravel road as a civil 
engineer. He returned to his vol­
unteer site in Tanzania in 1979 
while on sabbatical.
“ I stood on this barren piece of 
land with the wind blowing all 
around me and the dust swirling 
where 1 once had lived in a tent,” 
he said. “ All I could think was ‘if 
I stayed here for two years, 
Kennedy must have had an awful 
lot of charisma.’ ”
Feldman stresses that the 
Peace Corps is more important 
today than ever.
“ Back then people got involved 
because it was interesting, but 
today it is more critical now than 
ever that people join,” he said. “ I 
very much encourage students to 
get involved and to become sen­
sitive to the unbelievable 
disparity in the share of the 
world’s resources. It has become 
the issue of the age.
“ I know of no better vehicle of 
becoming aware of the scarcity of 
the world’s resources and how we 
share those resources than in 
something like the Peace Corps.” 
Feldman feels his generation is 
partly to blame for “ lack of 
leadership which points out the 
problems and shows the pro­
mise.”
“ To point out the problems is 
not enough,” he said. “ What is 
missing today is showing the 
potential of what can be done.” 
Feldman also takes the current 
economic conditions into con­
sideration as a deterrent to stu­
dents joining the Peace Corps 
today.
“ I feel for the members of the 
younger generation because the
econom y has p riced  the  
necessities of life, like buying a 
home, so high that they have 
been robbed of the freedom to 
explore, to give a couple of years 
of their life, because they’re too 
worried about their own future,” 
Feldman said.
“ My generation had the con­
fidence ... we knew we would 
make it when we got back.”
At 50 years old, Feldman 
regrets not being involved in the 
Peace Corps today.
“ I remain haunted over the 
years at why I haven’t remained 
more involved,” he said. “ A large 
part of me wants to be involved 
and I often wonder why I’m not. 
I guess I’ve grown too old, too 
sad.”
Bicycle, car collide 
near music building
By Ron Espejo
Staff Wrtlar
A Cal Poly student is resting 
at home after sustaining minor 
cuts and bruises from a collision 
between his bicycle and a car 
driven by a Cal Poly professor.
The accident, which occurred in 
the driveway to the G4 parking 
lot behind the music building, 
happened at 9:10 yesterday 
morning. The driver of the car, 
chemistry professor J.W. Simek, 
declined to comment on the acci­
dent. Cal Poly police did not 
issue her a citation.
Gregory Mayer, an electrical 
engineering student, was ap­
parently riding his bicycle along 
Tahoe Road toward Mott Gym in 
front of the driveway to the 
parking lot at the same time 
Simek was making a right turn 
from Tahoe Road. Mayer, 22, 
tried to avoid hitting the car, but 
to no avail. Mayer was rushed to 
Sierra Vista Medical Center for 
observation and was released 
about II a.m. Mayer was 
unavailable for comment.
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Arafat: PLO charter outdated
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PARIS (AP) — Yasser Arafat 
said Tuesday the PLO charter, 
which calls for the destruction of 
Israel, is outdated and he favors 
a Middle East peace settlement 
based on the existence of both 
Israel and a Palestinian state.
The PLO chairman was asked 
about the charter provision dur­
ing a television interview on the 
first day of an official visit to 
France, and he replied:
"I was elected on a political 
program which is founded on the 
basis of two states,” Israel and 
Palestine. “ As for the charter, 
there is an expression in French. 
It is ‘caduc.* ” Caduc means 
outdated, or void.
President Francois Mitterrand 
took the occasion of a 90-minute 
meeting with Arafat at the
beginning of his two-day visit to 
express concern that the charter 
still contains a provision for 
Israel’s destruction.
Pierre Mauroy, leader of the 
governing Socialist Party, met 
with Arafat later and said he ttx) 
brought up the charter.
He said the PLO chief 
responded: “ This text has ex­
isted for many years and is now 
outdated. The leadership of the 
PLO was elected with a program 
that includes recognition of 
Israel and the abandonment of 
terrorism.”
Israel frequently cites the 
charter provision as reason it will 
not deal with the Palestine 
Liberation Organization, which it 
considers a terrorist organiza­
tion. Last December, the PLO
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chief publicly renounced ter­
rorism and recognized Israel’s 
right to exist.
Arafat, smiling and in uniform, 
arrived in Paris on Tuesday to an 
official greeting just below that 
for a chief of state: red carpets at 
the airport but no Palestinian 
flags; high level talks but no 
greeting on the tarmac by the 
head or government or state.
France’s Jewish community 
largely disapproved of the visit. 
In the Jewish-dominated Paris 
garment district, shopkeepers 
and manufacturers set off their 
burglar alarms simultaneously 
for five minutes to show 
displeasure.
Other protests were held at a 
Paris synagogue, in Strasbourg 
and in Marseille. Supporters of 
Arafat also marched in Paris.
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POLY QUALITY
ARMY ROTC/CALIFORNIA NATIONAL CUARD
NAME: ERINMILLIKEN # 
MAJOR: ANIMAL SCIENCE
STATUS: SINGLE
AGE: 22
HOMETOWN:
GREAT LAKES, IL
INTERESTS: ARMY ROTC
ANIMALS 
PEO PLE
HONORS: ARMY ROTC
SCHOLARSHIP
CAMP CHALLENGE 
GRADUATE
Stop by Dexter Hall, Military Science 
for info on Summer Leadership Training opportunities.
Ext 7682 Captain Earley or Major Christensen
ARMY ROTC/CALIFORNIA NATIONAL GUARD
YOU NEED A MAP.
Management 'Assessment * People
Don't start your career path without a map! Receive a comprehensive 
evaluation of your managerial abilities and your team contribution. These 
assessments are all used by large corporations for developing executives.
Professional *  Confidential * Inexpensive
Call 528-7299 for an appointm ent
TECHNICAL
REPRESENTATIVE
PRINTING TECHNOLOGY 
WEST COAST
James River Corporation, a leading national paper products company, is seek­ing a college graduate to meet the challenges of this exciting and important position in our Carbonless Paper business.
iKhnical representatives’ responsibilities include working with our customers, 
product development and sales force to resolve printing and press issues so this 
‘ state-of-the-art carbonless produa runs well and meets market needs. This is 
an excellent entry-level opportunity for someone who wants to build a career 
in a major growing corporation.
will consider applications from graduating seniors and recent graduates with 
degrees in printing technology or a closely-related technical field. Candidates 
should also have excellent communication abilities, mechanical skills and be free 
to travel throughout the Western US. The position will be based in Fullerton, 
(Otange County) California after training. Any hands-on ocperience working with 
printing presses, printing papers or printed products is a definite advanuge in 
the selection process.
James River Corporation offers an excellent salary and benefits package which 
includes employee profit sharing. For immediate consideration, send your resume 
ta Paul Kreider, Selection Services, Drawer 628, San Anselmo^  CA 94960. James 
River Corporation is an Equal Opportunity Employer.
JAMES RIVER 
CORPORATION
Set Yourself Apart...
next year,
enjoy quiet and privacy at
STAFFORD GARDENS
and
Las Casitas
D E L U X E  O N E  
A N D  T W O  B E D R O O M  
T O W N H O U S E S
3 b locks from  cam pus
NOW LEASING FOR FALL QUARTER
CALL 543-2032 for more in fo rm a tion  
O F F IC E  AT: 1377 S T A F F O R D  ST #2, S LO , CA
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DIRECTION
From page 1
he said.
Lee btlicvcs the school is im­
pacted because there is a short­
age of engineers in California and 
Cal Poly has an excellent pro­
gram. He believes it will be even 
harder to get into his school in 
the future.
“ If you are hot, you are hot,” 
he said.
Both deans think impaction is 
both good and bad. They feel it 
reflects Cal Poly’s good pro­
grams, but is restrictive in some 
ways. Cal Poly can not accept 
out of state and foreign students 
into programs that are impacted. 
Lee said this makes it harder for 
the school to gain a national 
reputation. Bailey said it takes 
away from the college experience 
because it makes the student 
body homogenous.
Bailey said there are currently 
360,000 students in the CSU 
system, but by 2010 there will be 
a SO percent increase to SSO,000 
students. Cal Poly President 
Warren Baker said there will be a 
significant increase in demand 
over the next IS to 20 years, and 
that Cal Poly will have to res­
pond to it. However, he said 
there is, “ clearly a limit to our 
growth aspirations if we want to 
maintain the nature and charac­
teristics of Cal Poly.”
Baker is hoping that greater 
utilization of the summer quarter 
will help to move students 
through the programs faster, 
leaving more space for new stu­
dents.
One of the ways the School of 
Engineering is trying to prepare 
for the future is to increase its 
budget. Lee said that the CSU 
budget can only maintain an or-
dinary engineering school, but he 
is trying to create a national 
model for other schools. This 
means the school must rely on 
money from the private sector to 
raise additional funds.
The school has an aggressive 
campaign to get these funds. One 
of the programs, called the Ben­
chmark for Excellence In 
U ndergraduate Engineering 
Education Campaign, is a five- 
year, $30 million fundraiser. The 
money will mostly be spent on 
upgrading lab equipment and 
equipping new labs.
The School of Science and 
Mathematics also recieves finan­
cial support from the industrial 
community. Bailey said a new 
concentration in polymers and 
coatings has been proposed by 
the chemistry department. He 
said the industrial community 
asked Cal Poly to start the pro­
gram and. because of the need for 
graduates in this area, will 
financially support it. The con­
centration helps students to look 
at problems such as air pollution.
Bailey said one of his biggest 
concerns for the future of his 
school is the low scores students 
are receiving in classes like 
physics, calculus and statistics. 
Bailey said the average grade for
these three classes is probably 
below 2.0. He said this is not just 
a Cal Poly problem; students 
across California continue to do 
poorly in problem -solving 
classes.
To combat this problem, the 
school has implemented an 
emerging scholars program for 
calculus classes. Students enroll 
in the program voluntarily and 
are required to go to a workshop 
four hours per week. They may 
not miss the workshop. Although 
this program is mainly for 
u n d e rre p re s e n te d  s tu d e n t 
groups, anyone can join. Bailey 
said the program has been very 
successful.
GRADUATES!
There is still time for 
your ASI approved 
senior portrait.
Call Now for 
Appointments. 
772-5661
iSi, Si!
Som eth inq
BIG
is Happening At 
The Flats!
Graduating Mechanical & Electrical
Engineers
M ake your appointm ent for
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON'S 
ON-CAMPUS INTERVIEWS.
One day only-May 4th, 1989.
Southern California Edison now 
has positions in Irvine, Ca offering 
training, challenges and more;
• Attractive salaries
• Comprehensive benefits
• Support for continuing education
• Advancement opportunities
Where people generate 
energy through innovation
Southern California Edison
H/e aggressively support Equal Opportunity 
and Affirmative Action. Women and minorities 
are strongly encouraged to apply.
R E S E R V E  O r r i C E R S ’ T R S I H I H G  C O R P S
SIARTYODRCUMB 
TO CAREER SUCCESS THIS SUMMER.
Apply now for Army ROTC tumnwr iMd- 
•rahip training. You’ll dovalop confidanc* 
and daciaiTanass aaaantial lor auccaaa.
And you’ll qualify to aam officar cradan- 
tiala whila completing collage.
Find out more. Contact Captain Mark 
Earley. Room US, Dexter Building. Or 
phone SLO-ROTC (75S-7682).
ARMY ROIC 
TWO-YEAR PROGRAM
T n iM A IT E S T C O llia  
COURSE TOO C U  TAIL
Lay’s Potato Chips Rig. PrieeX^f^ r ^ 7
Re^ ., B.B.Q., Sour CrmlOnon, JaLpmo, No Salt or Ched(iar-6.7-7 O i * '  ^
Farmer John Meat Wieners ‘7 Q
16 Oz. Pkg.{Reg. Prkey>iS0 2 Pkgs. Per Family * '  ^
Nutritious Bananas i «100
Apfnox. 105 CaL 4 Oz. Slked-H i^ in V it B^,C  & Fiber
Olympic Meal IVi Lb. Bread
Special Form ula-Round Top or Sandwich
Star-Kist Chunk Light Tuna
Packed in W ater or O il-6.5 Ounce Can
Yoplait 150 Yogurt
Assorted Flavors-6 Ounce Container
.87
.59
.55
No. 919
\ 2 Liter 
I Shasta 
\ Beverage
I Assorted Flavors 
I
I W ilh  minmmm SS.OO pttrduue, excludm i liqmw, 
I to^scco, flm id niiU t prodmcu or coupon item.
I Lim it om  offer per famUy, Effective SH  thru 
I 5/9/99. ReaeemabU only e l V<ms.
PRICES EFFECTIVE 6  A M . MAY 3  THRU MIDNIGHT MAY 9 , 1 9 8 9 .
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QlIANTmE.S
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State
Berkeley assistants 
plan 2-day walkout
BERKELEY. Calif. (AP) — 
Teaching and research assistants 
at the University of California at 
Berkeley plan a two-day walkout 
beginning Wednesday, but the 
effect it might have on students 
just two weeks before finals is 
uncertain.
The 3,200-member Association 
of Graduate Student Employees, 
affiliated with the United Auto 
Workers union, also plans to 
picket the campus’ four major 
entrances in protest over the 
university’s refusal to recognize 
it as a union.
People’s Park.”
If large numbers of assistants 
do not show up for work, thou­
sands of students could face 
canceled classes.
Teaching assistants handle 
about 60 percent of classroom 
work involving undergraduate 
students while research assis­
tants do about half the laborato­
ry work, according to a study 
conducted by the association.
The dispute is over the univer­
sity’s view that the work by 
assistants cannot be considered
employment because it is so in-
far, our indications arc that this could 
be more symbolic than a significant 
disruption.
—Tom Dcbley
Neither association nor uni- 
• versity officials would predict 
how many assistants would join 
the walkout. Both groups said 
many assistants might conduct 
classes outside of campus build­
ings as an alternative.
“ So far. our indications are 
that this could be more symbolic 
than a significant disruption,” 
said university spokesman Tom 
Debley.
Teaching assistan t Karen 
Jacobs has told her students
they may meet “ in a cafe or in
tertwined with educational expe­
rience. said Debley. Assistants 
receive annual stipends from the 
university or research institu­
tions averaging about S 10,000.
“ It is more of a learning expe­
rience than an employment expe­
rience,” he said.
The association has been seek­
ing recognition since 1983 as a 
union, but the Public Employ­
ment Relations Board recently 
ruled students do not have to be_ 
considered employees for the 
purposes of collective bargaining. 
The association is appealing the 
decision.
Willie Brown stands his ground
Speaker says political detractors are not being honest
SACRAMENTO (AP) — 
Assembly Speaker Willie 
Brown said Tuesday that 
politicians who criticize his 
proposal that Democratic 
leaders unite behind a guber­
natorial candidate aren’t being 
honest.
He said his proposal, floated 
at a Washington, D.C., news 
conference last week, is just a 
more open version of the cur­
rent practice of candidates 
seeking endorsements from in­
fluential leaders.
Brown, D-San Francisco, 
said he made his comments 
last week in response to a
question.
He noted that Republican 
Sen. Pete Wilson appears to 
have a commanding lead in the 
polls for the 1990 governor’s 
race. He suggested that top
Democratic officeholders, par­
ty officials, labor leaders and 
others should get together and 
choose the Democratic Party’s
candidate, rather than waiting 
to see who emerges from the 
June 1990 primary.
“ It may be undemocratic, 
but it sure is a practical way to 
make sure we have a better 
chance of winning,” Brown
was quoted as saying in 
Washington.
But reaction to his sugges­
tion was less than enthusiastic.
Brown said Tuesday that the 
usual practice is for candidates 
to privately call up leaders and 
seek endorsements.
He said his suggestion was 
to replace that process with an 
open one, where “ all important 
Democrats who are being 
solicited individually for en­
dorsem ents ought to be 
solicited together” so the can­
didates could not make dif­
ferent promises to different 
leaders.
Brown opposes governor’s amendments
SACRAMENTO (AP) — 
Assembly Speaker Willie 
Brown says he and other 
lawmakers oppose the changes 
Gov. George Deukmejian 
wants to make in the assault 
weapons ban bill.
“ I would oppose watering 
down the bill,” Brown said at a 
Capitol news conference.
Identical bills that would 
virtually ban the sale of semi­
a u to m a tic  m ili ta ry -s ty le  
weapons are stalled on the 
Senate and Assembly floors. 
The Senate was about to send
one of them, SB292 by Senate 
President Pro Tern David 
Roberti, D-Los Angeles, to the 
governor’s desk on April 20. 
However, Deukmejian asked 
for a delay while he considered 
amendments.
The Republican governor 
says he wants two changes in 
the bill, which would restrict 
52 specific guns, but allow 
people who own them prior to 
June 1 to keep them by getting 
a state permit.
He said he is concerned 
about language that also
restricts g^  ->s nearly identical 
to those lis xi. Roberti says 
that is to prevent manufactur­
ers from putting out a similar 
gun with a different name. 
Deukmejian said that causes 
confusion among gun owners 
unsure about whether their 
guns are proscribed.
Deukmejian also said he 
wants the punishment for cur­
rent owners who fail to register 
their guns to be an infraction, 
with a fine, rather than a 
misdemeanor or a felony.
N ation
Bush anticipates Panamanian election fraud
WASHINGTON (AP) — President 
Bush urged U.S. allies Tuesday to de­
nounce “ massive election fraud” antici­
pated in Panama’s presidential voting 
Sunday, saying, “ It is time for the plain 
truth.”
In particular. Bush called on European 
democracies to raise their voices against 
alleged election-rigging by Panamanian 
strongman Manuel Antonio Noriega to 
ensure the victory of his figurehead can­
didate, Carlos Duque.
“ Let me be clear,” Bush said. “ The 
United States will not recognize the 
results of a fraudulent election engineered 
simply to keep Noriega in power.”
Bush made his remarks in a speech at 
the State Department before the Council 
of the Americas, an organization of 
businessmen with interests in Latin 
America.
The address marked another step in the 
United States’ year-old failed campaign to 
force Noriega from power following his 
U.S. indictment on drug-smuggling
charges. Fearing that Noriega will steal 
Sunday’s election, the Bush administra­
tion is trying to discredit the outcome.
“ It is evident that the regime is ready to 
resort to massive election fraud in order to 
remain in power,” Bush said. “ The 
Noriega regime continues to threaten and 
intimidate Panamanians who believe in 
democracy.
“ It’s also attempting to limit the 
presence and freedom of action of interna­
tional observers and to prevent journalists 
from reporting on the election process in 
Panama,” said Bush, who has not yet an­
nounced the makeup of the U.S. observer 
team.
“ All nations that value democracy ... 
should speak out against election fraud in 
Panama,” Bush said. “ And that means 
the democracies of Europe, they should be 
speaking out about this ... .”
He said, “ It is time for the plain truth; 
the day of the dictator is over. The peo­
ple’s right to democracy must not be 
denied.”
In Panama, Maj. Edgardo Lopez, a 
spokesman for the pro-Noriega Panama­
nian Defense Forces, said the opposition 
has been demoralized “ and they know 
they are going to lose the election.
“ They have sent an SOS to the White 
House, ’Urgent, President Bush to take
immediate action or Noriega will stay,” ’ 
Lopez said.
Touching on developments in other na­
tions of the hemisphere. Bush accused 
Nicaragua of enacting restrictive laws to 
thwart the opposition in elections next 
February.
“The result is a stacked deck against the 
opposition and stacked rules of the game,” 
Bush said.
Setting out guidelines by which the 
United States will judge whether 
Nicaragua’s elections are free. Bush said 
the government must allow outside 
observers to have free access to all elec­
tion places and proceedings.
“ It means a secret ballot on election
day, the freedom to campaign, to organize,
tc hold rallies and to poll public opinion, to 
operate independent radio and TV stations 
as well,” Bush said.
“ It means the absence of intimidation 
either from a politicized Sandinista 
military or police, or from those 
neighborhood block committees that con­
trol peoples’ ration cards,” he said. “ It 
means an end to the arrests and bullying 
of opposition leaders.”
Bush called on the Soviet Union to end 
its support of the leftist Sandinista 
regime.
“ The Soviet Union must understand 
that we hold it accountable for the conse­
quences of this intervention and for pro­
gress toward peace in the region and 
democracy in Nicaragua,” the president 
said.
Bush said that Paraguay “ is on its way 
to joining the democratic mainstream” 
following the presidential election Monday 
of Gen. Andres Rodriguez.
Coast Guard official faults 
Exxon *s 2nd clean-up plan
VALDEZ, Alaska (AP) — U.S. Coast Guard Commandant Paul 
A. Yost Tuesday faulted Exxon’s revised plan to clean up the na­
tion’s largest oil spill, but promised the effort will be completed this 
summer.
“ The plan is very thin. There’s not a lot of backup or substantia­
tion,” said Yost, an admiral chosen by President Bush to track the 
cleanup effort for the federal government.
“ We are going to be done this summer,” Yost also said at a news 
briefing after arriving for a weeklong tour. “ Some beaches are going 
to be sparkling, some beaches are going to be far from sparkling.”
Yost’s comments followed the release Monday of Exxon’s revised 
strategy to clean up the oil spilled by the tanker Exxon Valdez.
Exxon wants to burn or bury the sludge recovered, and says en­
vironmental laws may have to be bypassed to allow the disposal. 
The plan, submitted only hours before a deadline, requires Yost’s 
approval before it is put into effect. He said he will make that deci­
sion within a week.
Exxon was facing protests in at least three states. Consumer 
groups in Alaska and New York state asked for boycotts of Exxon 
products.
In Oregon, 20 state legislators joined in the call for a one-day 
boycott, and demonstrations were planned at the port of Portland, 
where the crippled tanker is expected to be repaired.
States ask for oil price inquiry
SPOKANE, Wash. (AP) — At­
torneys general of three Pacific 
Northwest states want the na­
tion’s chief law officer to in­
vestigate why oil prices have 
risen sharply, especially since the 
March 24 Exxon Valdez oil spill 
in Alaska.
Dave Frohnmayer of Oregon, 
Ken Eikenberry of Washington 
and Jim Jones of Idaho said in a 
news release Monday they will 
ask U.S. Attorney General 
Richard Thornburg and Daniel
Oliver, chairman of the Federal 
Trade Commission, for a federal 
investigation of gasoline prices.
The three also scheduled a 
news conference this afternoon in 
Spokane to announce a joint ac­
tion of their own “ in pursuit of 
an explanation of the sudden and 
extreme increase in oil prices 
since the grounding of the Exxon 
Valdez,” according to a state­
ment from Eikenberry’s office.
The oil industry blames the
^  The action is * a con­
sumer-related mat­
ter/ rather than a 
possible anti-trust 
investigation.
— Marla Rae ^
sharp rise in crude oil prices,
which have increased more than
$7 a barrel since January, for 
most of the higher prices at the 
gas pumps. Concerns over tight
gasoline supplies for the summer 
driving season escalated follow­
ing the Alaska oil spill and an 
explosion at a North Sea oil rig.
More than 10 million gallons of 
cruue oil spilled into Alaska’s 
Prince William Sound when the 
Exxon tanker struck a reef 
March 24.
Since then, gasoline prices 
have increased an average 10 
percent nationally, while the 
Pacific Northwest experienced 
price surges as high as 25 per­
cent in less than a month, said 
Marla Rae, executive assistant to 
Frohnmayer.
But the oil industry says that 
crude oil prices surged since last 
November while gasoline prices 
did not experience a comparable 
rise.
The joint action was necessary 
because of the high costs of pur­
suing such investigations, Rae 
said, noting that some state 
agencies are still involved in an­
ti-trust litigation stemming from 
gasoline shortages in the early 
’70s.
She characterized the proposed 
action as “ a consumer-related 
matter,” rather than a possible 
anti-trust investigation.
Tina Kondo, an assistant at­
torney general in Seattle, said 
the Washington state investiga­
tion was sparked by consumer 
complaints and requests from 
members of the state Senate 
Transportation Committee and 
King County Executive Tim Hill.
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WORLD HUNGER Insight
An international problem
Some citizens go hungry, while others live 'a good life*
By John Kesecker
POLY STUDENT 
tosses an uneaten portion of a 
hamburger into the trash can. 
Across campus another student 
throws an entire lunch away. 
While these incidents may seem 
commonplace, they can be 
regarded as nothing less than 
flagrant when one realizes that 
millions of people go hungry in 
the world every day.
World hunger is an issue that 
we have all heard about but it is 
seldom that, in a time when 
education is the main goal, a 
student pays much attention to 
the realities of hunger.
In a time when the standard of 
living for America seems to be 
reaching its zenith, millions suf­
fer from malnutrition.
Hunger is a problem seemingly 
distant from most Americans.
Yet according to a report releas­
ed by a group of Harvard physi­
cians, 20 million U.S. citizens go 
hungry at least two days each 
month.
“ Hunger is a world problem 
that has implications for the 
whole of civilization. It’s some­
thing that hits people at a gut 
level, and is a symptom that 
something is wrong in the human 
existence,” said Dr. Will Alex­
ander, a retired Cal Poly pro­
fessor who taught political 
science for 30 years.
Alexander is currently working 
on a new project called “ Light 
Living” with Food First, an in­
stitute for food and development 
policy located in San Francisco.
“ The project involves 
educating people on how to live a 
good life while consuming less,” 
he said. “ The younger genera­
tions are going to have to start 
thinking and planning on what a 
good life is without being so con­
sumptive.”
If. as Alexander states, hunger 
is a symptom, then what is the 
cause?
“The main cause of hunger is 
poverty. There is a lack of op­
portunity to work in the world,” 
said Alexander. “ When 
everybody gets to work, then 
everybody will get to eat. There 
is plenty of food, there is just in­
sufficient demand for it. Demand
VS.
/  ^ />l
' ^ J  * -
being money to buy the food.” 
“ There is plenty of work to be 
done,” he said. “ The key is to 
organize it and exert some 
leadership to get it done.”
Studies indicate that there is 
enough food to feed the world’s 
population. According to a pam­
phlet released by Food First, 
there is enough food in grains 
alone to provide every human be­
ing with 3,600 calories a day — 
which could easily keep an adult 
male from malnutrition.
Even with enough food, the 
difficulties in alleviating hunger 
do not go away.
The U.S. consumes close to 
one-third of the world’s resources 
while comprising six percent of 
the world population.
This imbalance of food 
distribution is a primary con­
tributing factor in the problem of 
world hunger.
According to Arthur Simon, 
executive director of Bread for 
the World, a Christian citizen’s 
movement that focuses on 
hunger issues in Washington
D.C., one-fourth of the world 
(U.S. and Western Europe) con­
sumes more than half of the 
world’s grain supply.
Alexander said that there will 
have to be changes of consump­
tion patterns in the world.
“ The poor countries are going 
to have to consume more food to 
stabilize their populations. For 
this, rich countries like the Unit­
ed States will have to consume 
less,” he said.
In the future, contends Alex­
ander, consuming less will 
become necessary as the world’s 
population is projected to be at 
10 billion people by the year 
2040.
“ It just isn’t possible to bring 
10 billion people to the standard 
of living we have in today’s 
society,” said Alexander. “ We 
need to use our intelligence to 
sustain a balance.”
One might argue that if 
everybody were properly fed, the 
world population would grow too 
rapidly.
According to Food First, the
opposite is the case. In countries 
where malnourishment kills 
scores of children, a large family 
size will help to insure that some 
will survive. Consequently, these 
are the countries with exploding 
population growths. In many 
countries children are seen as an 
economic asset. Children as 
young as twelve-years-old can 
contribute more economic 
benefits to the family than they 
consume.
In countries that have been 
successful in reducing population 
growth, Colombia and Sri Lanka 
for example, living conditions foi 
the poor improved before they 
could choose to have smaller 
families.
The U.S. government provides 
assistance to developing coun­
tries in several ways, one involv­
ing food aid.
According to the U.S. Agency 
for International Development, 
between 1981-86, 12.2 percent of 
the total assistance package 
consisted of food aid.
Kevin Danaher, a senior
* Hunger is a world pro­
blem that has implica­
tions for the whole of 
civilization. lt*s some­
thing that hits people at 
a gut level, and is a 
symptom that something 
is wrong in the human 
existence.*
— William Alexander, 
Food First, ex-Poly pro­
fessor
research analyst for the Institute 
for Food and Development 
Policy, said that the small 
amount of the food aid given, 
misses the very people that need 
it the most.
He explained that nearly all 
U.S. aid falls into two categories. 
Title I and Title II. Title II is the 
way most people believe food aid 
works: surplus U.S. food is given 
to charitable groups to distribute 
directly to the poor. Yet some 60 
percent of food aid falls under 
Title I.
“ This aid (Title I) consists of 
low-interest loans to Third World 
governments which use the 
money to buy U.S. food and sell 
it on the open market, keeping 
the proceeds. This means the 
poor, who can’t afford to buy 
food, do not benefit,” said 
Danaher.
Although efforts to control 
world hunger through aid and 
private means are failing. Dr. 
Alexander said it is possible to 
eventually win the battle against 
hunger.
“ We’re winning and losing the 
battle simultaneously. Propor­
tionally, there are fewer hungry 
people while in absolute 
numbers, there are more,” he 
said.
To combat hunger, Alexander 
said that it’s important to orga­
nize groups within the communi­
ty. This way, people can educate 
themselves and possibly be able 
to press congresspersons with 
the right questions that “ cause 
government to make the right 
decisions,” said Alexander.
Alexander stressed the impor­
tance of student involvement and 
had a suggestion as to what an 
interested person might do to 
help.
“ Cal Poly students don’t see 
(themselves) making a career 
(out) of eliminating hunger, so 
they have to work indirectly 
through organizations,” he said.
In the San Luis Obispo area, 
there are chapters af Bread for 
the World and Results. Results is 
a national hunger lobbying 
organization with local chapters. 
Poly students could also take 
POLS 371 to further educate 
themselves on the subject of 
world food politics.
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Go directly to school 
with a student loan 
from
Imperial Savings
A,
Imperial, 
we keep the'' 
rules simple
to help you w i n ^  
atthegameot ^  ^  
higher education 
We offer
•  Three program 
opfions
‘ Stafford Guaranteed 
Student Loan 
‘ Supplemental Loan for 
Students (SLS)
‘ Parent Loan for Under­
graduate Students (PLUS)
•  Loan processing m as little as 3 days 
upon receipt of your completed 
application
•  Courteous and responsive loan specialists 
to assist you in all phases of the loan process
Make the move toward your education goals today 
by calling our toll-free information line Or just stop by 
one of our many branch offices and pick up an application
DON'T PASS UP THE CHANCE TO m  FOR 
THE EDUCATION YOU WANT!
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✓  Imperial Savings
Student Loans
1-800*243-5669
PS/2 - top of the charts!
For a limited time, vou have vour choice of three IBM Personal Svstem/2* 
models at a special campus price. These PS/2 models are on the top of the 
charts in quaJity and value. So, stop in and see us today!
PS/2 Model 30 286
The 8530-E21 includes 1 Mb 
memory, an 80286 (10 MHz) 
processor, one 3.5" diskette drive 
(1.44 Mb), 20 Mb fixed disk drive, 
IBM Mouse. 8513 Color Display, 
DOS 4.0, Microsoft'" Windows/ 
286, Word and hDC Windows 
Express^^. Software is loaded 
and ready to go!
PS/2 Model 50 Z
The 8550-031 includes 1 Mb 
memory, an 80286 (10 MHz) proc­
essor, one 3.5" diskette drive 
(1.44 Mb), 30 Mb fixed disk drive, 
IBM Mouse, IBM Micro Channel 
Architecture’", 8513 Color Display, 
DOS 4.0, Microsoft Windows/286, 
Word. Excel and hDC Windows 
Express. Software is loaded and 
ready to go!
PS/2 Model 70 386
The 8570-E61 includes 2 Mb 
memory, an 80386 (16 MHz) 
processor, one 3.5" diskette drive 
(1.44 Mb), 60 Mb fixed disk drive, 
IBM Mouse. IBM Micro Channel 
Architecture, 8513 Color Display. 
DOS 4.0, Microsoft Windows/386, 
Word, Excel and hDC Windows 
Express. Software is loaded 
and ready to go!
List
Price
$4,122
$4,751
$7,791
Your
Price*
$2,599
$ 3 ^
$4,749
•This offer IS lirmted to qualified students faculty and staff who order an IBM PS/2 Model 8530-321,8550-031 or 8570-E61 
on Of before June 30 1989 Prices quoted do not include sales lax Orders are subject to availability IBM may withdraw 
the promotion at any time without written rxjtice
Stop by El Corral Bookstore for more details OR come see us on campus in M ay at 
these times and locations:
Tuesdays 10am - 2pm University Union Square
Wednesdays 9am -4pm  UU219 = = = =  =
IBM P*rtOnâl Sy(l9dV2 W  PS 2 « f t f tg  St9r«0 fraO*'*'<''>5 C* ConK)ratK>n <BM M>cro Ch#rv>«4 ArcNfSClu'f it a |rMMm«rk of iBM CorporMK>n
Mrcrotof! I a tf#r#o traoorn*fn 0* ••‘a M crcto- Co'po'a'iV' «oc  WiT>oowt 6 toFPtt t 4 t aow-^ark of m« hOC Comouxt C^ofpofitron
Microsoft Word and Excel Academic Editions
SPECIAL CROUP
DISCONTINUED
Original Manufacturers 
Suggested Retail
ON PRIOR YEARS 
DISCONTINUED ITEMS
SOME EXAMPLES
Dltcontinueci Stylet
Nike A th letic  Shoes
oltcontlnued Styles
Reebok A th letic  Shoes
Discontinued Styles
Adidas A th letic Shoes
Discontinued Styles
Tiger A th letic  Shoes
Discontinued Style
Converse A th letic  Shoes
Discontinued Style
Donner Mountain Hiking soots
Discontinued Styles
Pila A th letic  Shoes
Discontinued Style
L.A. Cear A th letic  Shoes
Discontinued Styles
New Balance Athletic shoes
Discontinued styles
Lotto A th letic  Shoes
Discontinued Styles
D iadora A th letic Shoes
Discontinued styles
Baseball Shoes
Discontinued Styles
w aterskis
Discontinued Style
Prince Tennis Racquets
Discontinued style
Kelty Day Pack
Discontinued styles
Rawlings S o ftba ll Cloves
Discontinued Styles
Mizuno Baseball Cloves
Discontinued style
Reebok Cycling Shorts
Discontinued style
Puma Nylon wind Jacket
Discontinued Style
Adidas Warmups
Discontinued style
Adidas Jackets
Discontinued style
Puma Nylon Wind Pants
ON ABOVE EXAMPLES 
OUR PRICE
50%
wo CURRENT ITEMS ARE INCLUDfD IN THIS SALÌ
ORIGINAL MANUFACTURERS SUGGESTED RETAIL
ouMmtiM t ,im itaMM n ikki w< mmm 
_ kSiCtS COOe TNtU I  •  t s
C o p e la n d ^s  S p o r ts
962 M onterey
San Luis Obispo 543-36G3
Mon-Fri 9:50-6, (Thurs till 9)
Sat 10-7. Sun 10-6
1
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L.A. courts to provide 
deaf jurors with signers
LOS ANGELES (AP) — The county broke the sound barrier in 
court this week by paying for a sign-language interpreter for the 
first time for a partly deaf person called to jury duty.
“ At least deaf people now have the option of serving on a jury 
just like everybody else,” said Nathan Shapiro, a partly deaf 
engineer who was assigned an interpreter Monday in Van Nuys Su­
perior Court.
The interpreter was made available because of a settlement 
reached last October of a lawsuit against the county.
The Council for the Deaf sued the county in 1981 when it refused 
to repay the $4,000 Shapiro spent to hire an interpreter to help him 
serve as a juror in 1980.
The council pressed harder for settlement when Shapiro was 
summoned again in 1987 for jury duty and the county still refused 
I to pay for an interpreter, said Marcella Meyer, the council’s execu­
tive director.
“ It’s about time that deaf people had the right to serve as jurors 
if they want to,” Meyer said. “ This is one step forward.”
The new interpreter service will cost the county $30,000 for a 
full-time coordinator plus $171 a day for each interpreter.
U.U. GAMES AREA
BOWLING • POOL • VIDEO GAMES
OPEN EVERYDAY
AGTOBODY, PAINT & TINT SHOP
QGALITY AGTOBODY & PAINT WORK
FREE ESTIMATES-
INSURANCE WORK GLADLY ACCEPTED  
WE STAND BEHIND ALL 
COLLISION REPAIRS
•Rust proofing & undercoating 
•Quality 3M window tinting 
•Ground effect kits available 
• Free shuttle bus to school
541-4938 543-7878
BUTTONWOOD INDUSTRIAL PARK 
731 BUCKLEY RD. SLO
TheWaWfeSai
The Qeatest OasstDon
OfM
Applications are now being accepted for 
the University of Pittsburgh- sponsored 
Semester at Sea.
Each fall or spring 100-day odyssey 
aboard the American-built S.S. Universe 
____ literally offers you the world.
r You can earn 12-15 transferable units from your choice of more than 50 lower and upper division courses, while calling upon places as culturally diverse as Japan, Hong Kong. 
India,TUrkey, the ^ v ie t  Union, Yugoslavia 
and Spain.
It is a learning adventure designed to 
transform students of every color, race and 
creed into true citizens and scholars of 
the world.
For full inform ation, including a catalog and application, call 
1-800-854-0195 / 1-412-648-7490 in PA. Or write Semester at Sea. 
Institute for Shipboard Education,
ZE Forbes Quadrangie 
Pittsburgh, PA 
15260.
Then prepare for the 
learning adventure of 
your life.
»mester At Sea Video And Information Meeting. 
Thursday, May 4 at 7 p.m. Earhart AG (Bldg. 10) 
Room IIS.
Van de Kamp sways on abortion
A ttorney general 
believes minors 
need parental OK
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — 
Attorney General John Van de 
Kamp is publicly touting 
California’s right to privacy as a 
safeguard against anything the 
U.S. Supreme Court does to 
abortion rights.
But he puts a different cast on 
the issue in court.
At a news conference last week 
coinciding with the high court’s 
hearing in a major abortion case. 
Van de Kamp said even a repeal 
of legalized abortion nationwide 
— a result he opposes — would 
not affect California because of 
the state’s constitutional right to 
privacy.
That right, he said, had been 
interpreted by the state Supreme 
Court in 1981 to protect the 
decision to have an abortion, and 
did not depend on a federal court 
interpretation of the U.S. Con­
stitution.
But the attorney general ap­
pears to take a different view of 
the same 1981 decision in a case 
now before a California court, in 
which he defends a state law re­
quiring parental consent for a 
minor’s abortion.
The 1981 ruling “ did not pur­
port to be making new law con­
cerning a woman’s privacy 
rights,” said Deputy Attorney 
General Elisabeth Brandt in 
court papers representing Van de 
Kamp, the principal defendant in 
the case. The state Constitution, 
she wrote at another point, does 
not go beyond the U.S. Constitu­
tion in protecting “ the exercise 
of procreative choices.”
Brandt and another Van de 
Kamp aide said Tuesday that the 
attorney general wasn’t con­
tradicting himself, because the 
issues in the cases are different. 
But Van de Kamp’s tone, at 
least, is strikingly different in 
the two contexts.
At the Sacramento news con­
ference, the attorney general, a 
Democratic hopeful for governor 
in 1990, spoke to reassure women 
about abortion rights and to por­
tray himself as a supporter of 
those rights.
“ No woman should fear a sud­
den return to the era of illegal, 
back-alley abortions in Califor­
nia,” Van de Kamp said.
The reason, he said, is that 
California voters put an express 
right of privacy into the state 
Constitution in 1972, and "the 
state Supreme Court has subse­
quently interpreted this privacy 
provision to protect a woman’s 
right to choose.”
In the “ key case,” Van de 
Kamp said, the state court in 
1981 ordered continued funding 
of Medi-Cal abortions for poor 
women, and “ ruled that the right 
o f privacy encom passes a 
woman’s decision on whether to 
terminate a pregnancy.” That 
ruling remains intact even if the 
nation’s high court reverses its 
1973 Roe vs. decision.
As lawyer for Gov. George 
Deukmejian, Van de Kamp asked 
the state Supreme Court to allow 
restrictions on Medi-Cal abor­
tions from 1983 until last year, 
when Van de Kamp dropped the 
challenge, saying it was futile.
Now all you have 
to worry about are 
midterrus and finak
We don’t believe academic pressure should be complicated by financial 
pressure. That’s why BofA has been offering student loans for more 
than 25 years. To find out if ycTU qualify for one. just make an 
appcMntment with your school’s Financial Aid Administrator. Then pick 
up an application at the financial aid office on campus or at your nearest 
Bank of America branch. Or send in a 
card from one of our posters on campus 
and we’ll mail you an application. Go 
ahead—it could be the easiest answer to 
the toughest question you’ll face all year.
m
Bank of America
Doing the job for more Califixniaas.
Bank ot America NT6cSA Member FDIC
I
M u stan g  D a ily :
Make it vour daily habit
r
Pope condemns apartheid 
during visit to Zambia
10 Wednesday , May 3,1989 Mustang Daily
Apply in Groups of Four
-two bedroom townhouses 
-two bedroom flats
«
Í
I
i
Ì
I
NOW LEASING FOR FALL '89
1 Mustang Drive (adjacent to Poly) 543-4950
ISi
LUSAKA. Zambia (AP) — 
Pope John Paul II condemned 
South Africa’s system of apar­
theid on Tuesday and urged 
Zambia to keep trying to resolve 
its neighbor’s racial turmoil.
Church choirs, tribal drummers 
and a military honor guard wel­
comed the pontiff in Zambia, the 
th ird  stop of a nine-day 
pilgrimage to four African and 
Indian Ocean nations.
John Paul was flown from the 
island of Reunion in an Air 
France Concorde, the first time a 
pontiff has traveled in the super­
sonic passenger plane.
President Kenneth Kaunda. 
one of Africa’s elder statesmen, 
bowed and shook hands with 
John Paul after the pontiff knelt 
on the tarmac and kissed the 
ground.
The pope was expected to 
discuss South Africa’s racial 
policies during his three-day visit 
to Zambia and to speak out 
about the rapid spread of AIDS 
in this largely Christian southern 
African country.
Thousands of Zambians — in­
cluding women who wore sari-like 
cloths emblazoned with John 
Paul’s portrait ■— gathered to 
hear the pope commend their
ZETA BETA TAU FRATERNITY
"WHAT DOES IT OFFER
YOU?"
•A Great Social Life 
•A Chance To Lead 
•Friendships That Last A Lifetime 
•Honor
•Over 90 Years of Tradition
•New Fraternity Images, New Fraternity Leadership
ZETA BETA TAU WOULD LIKE TO KNOW IF 
CAL POLY STUDENTS ARE INTERESTED IN 
ADDING A PROGRESSIVE FRATERNITY TO 
THEIR CAMPUS.
For More Information, Contact:
Ron Pardo
Expansion Consultant 
(213) 470-9446
government for fostering “ con­
s t ruc t ive  d i a l o g u e ”  wi th 
Pretoria.
He also mounted a harsh at­
tack on apartheid.
“ Your continuing efforts to 
promote constructive dialogue by 
the parties involved must be 
your response to the unaccep­
table system of apartheid,” John 
Paul said. “ Racism stands con­
demned but it is not enough to 
condemn,” he said.
South Africa, where the white 
minority wields political and 
economic power over 24 million 
voteless blacks, is high on the 
agenda of talks between the pope 
and President Kaunda. officials 
said.
Kaunda. 65. is head of the 
Frontline States regional group 
spearheading African efforts to 
end apar theid.  The other 
members are Angola. Botswana. 
Mozambique, Tanzania and 
Zimbabwe.
Kaunda told John Paul that 
black nations neighboring South 
Africa were confronted by “ the 
affliction of apartheid ... an all­
round human degradat ion 
declared by the international 
community as a sin against 
humanity itself.”
U.S. debates 
no nukes in 
W. Germany
WASHINGTON (AP) — The 
United States is discussing with- 
the troubled West German gov­
ernment a potential compromise 
to the dispute over short-range 
nuclear missiles that involves 
development of a non-nuclear 
West German rocket, U.S. of­
ficials said Tuesday.
The missile could target air­
fields and other Warsaw Pact 
mil i tary instal lat ions now 
covered by the nuclear-armed 
Lances that Chancellor Helmut 
Kohl is trying to persuade NATO 
to scale back and eventually 
eliminate.
The West German government 
decided in February to suspend 
research and development of the 
FK90, which is classified as a 
tactical weapon with a range 
below 300 miles. But in seeking a 
compromise in the dispute over 
the Lance missile, going ahead 
with the German missile is under 
discussion, said the officials, who 
spoke on condition of anonymity. 
Gen. Henning von Ondarza, the 
commander-in-chief of the West 
German army, is in Washington 
holding talks at the Pentagon 
and the State Department on op­
tions intended to ease the strains 
in NATO.
Britain has lÿned up with the 
United States in trying to per­
suade Kohl to agree to expand 
the range of the aging Lance and 
to drop his demand for U.S. 
negotiations with the Soviets on 
reducing short-range nuclear 
weapons. Norway, Denmark and 
other NATO countries are siding 
with West Germany.
The rift could cloud President 
Bush’s summit meeting in 
Brussels May 29-30 with the 
leaders of the NATO countries.
Another option is to have 
NATO make unilateral cuts in its 
short-range nuclear weapons 
while challenging the Soviets to 
meet the lower levels, U.S. and 
NATO officials said.
NATO is already retiring tac­
tical nuclear artillery weapons. 
Cutting back on the Lances — 
after the range of the missile is 
more than tripled to about 250 
miles — was suggested in a re­
cent study by U.S. Gen. John 
Galvin, the alliance’s supreme 
military commander in Europe.
BAJA PROUDLY PRESENTS NEW LASER PRINTBR 
CARTRIDGES
Super Sale Price ’
$79.50 Exchange
/ / / /  / .  i s / w  A 7 .i  I I  \ i « ; i :  I  U K  I I I )  
466-7225 Free Delivery!
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ARE 
THERE 
ANSWERS.
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WEDNESDAY MAY 3 AT 9 PM
"It’s Only Three Bucks Dude"
COMING MAY 10 PETER CASE 
AND MAY 24 THE OPHELIAS
.250 Drafts Every Thurs & Fri 4-7 pm 
Now Serving Soft Tacos, salads & Q uesadillas
Classifieds
GREEK WEEK 
IS HERE
LET S GET EXCITED AND 
SUPPORT EVERYONE”
THE BROTHERS OF BETA THETA 
WOULD LIKE TO THENK OUR GOOD 
FRIENDS OF DELTA TAU AND ALPHA 
U PS IO N  FOR TAKING PART IN OUR 
TG ON APRIL 21 ST
ZTA • GREEK WEEK
ONE GOOD THWG DESERVES 
ANOTHER!
Wa ve been worlon' out & we're 
worked up for Greek Week '89! 
Lets go SK!
DUDE NO WAY!!!
WMER SKI CLUB
IS KICKN' SOME SERIOUS GLASS 
MTG.WED 5/3 7:30 E27,Gregs last mtg
POLI SCI CLUB/PEER ADVISORS
Offerirtg a workshop on courses, 
curriculum changes & internships 
May 4,Thurs 11-12 Ag 227
ASI
EXEC.STAFF
APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE 
ASK LINDA LEE IN UU217A 
DEADLINE MAY 12 BY 4PM
Blood Drive!
W M  A Thur May 3 A 4 
In Chumash 9am-2pm 
Come give so another might live!
Help the homeless.disabled,seniors 
citizens,children and teens thru 
ASI STUDENT COMMUNITY SERVICES 
apply in SLA office today!!! ___ ____
MAKE MOTHER'S DAY EASY
Send Your Giving Mother An Orchid
ANYWHERE
IN THE U.S. FOR $5.00 
University Union Now Thru May 8
M u sta n g  D aily  
C l a s s if ie d s
HAS A CONVENIENT DROP BOX 
LOCATED AT THE U.U, INFO DESK. 
THE ADS WILL BE PICKED UP EACH 
DAY AT 10AM
Pacific photo needs models for 
publicity photos.We sponsor'photo 
days'&'Modeltrek'photo excursions 
Call Dan at 466-1580 anytime.
VOLUNTEER!!!
Applcationa now being a c c ^ e d  
for the Student Community Services 
Board of Directors-Get involved 
with ASI Student Life-apps in 
SLA office until May 5th!l!
ALPHA CRISIS PREGNANCY CENTER 
24-HR LIFELINE 541-3367 
FREE PREGNANCY TEST 
"A FRIEND FOR LIFE"________
DIMP!
HAPPY 20TH BIRTHDAY 
I miss seeing my University wife 
Coupon Time???
Love Dork.
HEY LAURA WITH THE LONG RED 
HAIR WHY ARE YOU AFRAID I ONLY 
WkNTED TO BE YOUR FRIEND DAVE
SUNGLASSES! and an outstanding deal! 
Ray-Ban, O akl^, Vuarnet, Suncloud, 
Revo's, Bucci, Gargoyles. Frogskins, 
Maui-Jims, Hobie, and Ski Optics 
Cheap to start with plus 10% off 
the top with a Cal Poly ID Super 
Deals on swimwear, shorts and T- 
shirts too. The Sea Barn Avila Beach
Tanya- Give me your hand
And I'll show you the way 
To an incredible time 
Right by a bay- Rm 304
DONT MISS REC SPORTS’ 6TH ANNUAL 
NIGHT MOVES 5K FUN RUN! IT'S AN 
ANNUAL FOR A GOOD REASON COME 
FM DOUTW HY! UU119_________________
Scramble Golf Toum. at Los Osos 
Sea Pines. Fri. May S.at 3:00 
Sign up at Ree Sports $28 00/team
LOST DOG BRN/TAN/WHITE AUSSIE,Blue 
eyes, 12 mos.Gone on 4/3 seen 4/19 
at Cai Poly pool REWkRD 541 -4951
1 sungl)
faculty office bldg, reddish-brown 
lenses REWkRD call Alan 528-8688
WOW 45 
REUNION
IT’S FINALLY
PEP SQUAD TRYOUTS'FOOTBALL 89!
Coed squad & Mascot Info Meeting 
V?on.4/24 and Mon.5/1 8pm Mott Gym 
For more info. 541-5812  eves
HERE!
THIS FRIDAY AND SATURDAY, 
MAY 5TH AND 6TH.
WE RE GOING CAMPING IN 
MONTANA DE ORO 
CALL YOUR COUNSELORS TOOAYIII
GET HAPPY!!!
ALPHA PHI VOLLEYBALL is still 
on FIRE!! Keep it up PHISIII
$ 4 GRAD TKTS
CALL EDDIE AT 541-3469
HELP I NEED GRAD TICKETS!
Call Stephanie at 546-9810
PLEASE!!
My grandma's coming from Russia 
to see me graduate if1 don't 
find tickets she'll have to watch 
from behind the chain link fence 
please don't break her heart, 
sell me your tickets call 
Vladimir 541-0802
CAR TROUBLE?
BOWMAN'S SERVICES 
ON CAMPUS SERVICE 
_________541-4919_____________
DO YOU WANNA DANCE?I 
CALL KCPR AT 544-4640 AND 
WE LL BRING THE PARTY MACHINE 
TO YOU!
Computer Education Sves. 528-5049 
Fast Wrd. Processing, spell check 
Editing, pickup & Delivery Avail._________
PAPER CHASE WORD PROCESSING 
CALL KAREN AT 544-2692
PROTOTYPE WORD PROCESSING 
CALL PATTY 544-1783
PIRANDELLO'S
WIFE
Explore The Fine Line 
between illusion and reality 
World Premiere
11-13
'atre Ticket Office
AOII CONGRATULATES TRACY LESS 
New member of Order of Omega
May
AT ThtfaiTlx 
PLEASE!!!
My grandma's coming from Russia 
to see me graduate if I don't 
find tickets she'll have to watch 
from behind the chain link fence. 
Please don't break her heart, 
sell me your tickets. Call 
Vladimir 541-0802
rUTORS NEEDED FOR ALL CAL POLY
kCADEMIC COURSES
:ONTACT: TUTOR REFERRAL SERVICE
: hase hall room  ioi
PELEPHONE 756-1256
CAL POLY 
GREEKS!
During Greek Week your Fraternity 
or Sorority can advertise Display 
/Vds in the Mustang Daily for a 
SPECIAL RATE. Call 756-1143
AXiJ
GREEK WEEK IS HERE 
LET'S DO IT IN '89III
Reasonable Raetz typing senr. 
Call Nancy 543-3774 atl. 6pm
CONFISCATED VEHICLES COMPUTERS 
CYCLES AND MUCH MORE UP,TO 90% 
OFF! Call Anylime 1-227-6703 exJI
DON T FORGET TO GIVE BLOOD 
GREEKS! MAY 2 AT TRI COUNTIES, 
10-6pm by APPT ONLY. MAY 3 & 
MAY 4 AT CHUMASH FROM 9-3pm
Elsbeth Plank Is one hot new 
Liberal Studies Senatorl LOVE, £ K
Great job, way to go, Ra Ra. ZTA  
wishes all Greeks the best of 
luck during Greek Week '89
TOP DOLLAR FOR GRAD TICKETS 
CALL EDDIE AT 541-3469
FIND OUT YOUR MOON SIGN. Send 
Birthday & year & $1.00 & SASE:
PO BOX 2443 ATASCADERO CA 93423
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT-Fisher-
les
Earn $600/week in cannery. $8000- 
$12,000 for two months on lishing 
vessel.Over 8,000 openings.No exp­
erience necessary. Male or Female.
Start June 21. For 64-page employ­
ment booklet.send $6 95 to MAL 
Research,Dept.801,Box 8400i, 
eattle, \Mk 98124-30 day,uncond­
itional 100% money back guarantee.
ASI
IS fk>w fMnng for summer artd faM 
quarters 1989 More info/applica- 
tions in ASI Business office, UU 
202M-F 7 30am-500pm _____ _ _
ASI HOBBY GARAGE MANAGER 
Stror>g manamment skills Basic 
knowledge of cars Position open 
Sept 89 Training possible over 
summer 756-2435/541-4919 for info
BISHOP HAMBURGERS help wanted 
flexible hours Full or part time 
apply today in person see SHANNON
Coordinator and Grad. Assistant
positions available at Rec Sports
Gam experience while earning $
for school. Priority screening
deadline for Sep positions is May
6th or until filled Call Rec
Sports for App Info 7561366 UU119______
GOVERNMENT JOBS Sl6.040-59.230/YR 
Now hiring. Call 1-805-687-6CXX>
Ext. R-10061 for current federal
list.___________________________________
Lina Up A Fall Ouartar Job Now 
With Rec Sports. Opportunities as 
Lifeguard. Faciiity and Sport 
Supervisors, and Front Desk Person 
Priority screening-deadline May 13 
or until filled. Pick up /Vpp at 
Rec Sports UU119 756-1366.___________
Part time documentation control / 
electronics assembly technician 
Prefer CAD literate candidate 
with 2 to 3 years college m a 
technical major. Contact Keith 
Kasteat DEO 543-0414
SUMMER JOBS
Fine High Sierra Family Resort 
seeks live-ln counselors (19-up) 
to TEACH:Riding (3 Positions),
Folk Gultar,Archery,Swlmmlng,Rif-
lary,Crafts,Prs-School,Wsterskl-
ing,Naturallst/Outcamp,Sailing.
ALSO NEED:Horse Care.Resort Worker 
Bartender.1 -800-227-9900
SUMMER SLO RECREATION LEADERS 
Leaders will plan and lead activi­
ties for elementary or pre-school 
age children. Enthusiastic people 
needed. Call 549-7289 or pick up 
an application at 860 Pacific St.
MUST SELL
Trek 410 bike thruster surf 
board lange ski boots 772-3927
UNIVEGA 12-SPEED, $75. OLYMPUS 
POCKET 35-MM CAMERA. $35 STEW 
541-4596.
YAMAHA KEYBOARD. NEW $225. WILL 
SELL FOR $125 543-9178
No Parking Hassles! Scooter 4 sale 
$250 Runs Great! Gduating 543-5215
79 Ford Fiesta. 800$ 544-4476
1970 Porshe 914, white, new paint, 
tires. & upholstery $3000 544-1048
4 Females needed to share in 3bed 
2 '/2ba semi-furnished condo w/d hot 
tub yard garage$900/mo Avail 9/89 
or earlier KATHY 541-6421 _  ___
FEMroommates needed 4 summer Qtr 
Close to Poly quiet most util inc 
$195,'month-nego.Call 541-9598
Own Rm/4Bdrm Hse 4 Nxt Yr Bgns June 
$275 Female W/D.Big Yard. 543-5215
SEPT 89-90 155/MNTH BIG.FURN 
2 MIN POLY NEED 3 MALE 543-7884
3 biks from Campus.one and Two
bedrm Townhouse,pool, sauna
laundry Rm 543-2032 avail Fall__________
AFFORDABLE HOUSING 
PRIVATE OR SHARED ROOM 
CALL 544-7772 EVENINGS 772-3927
Apt 6-16-89 to 6-15-90, 2 bdrm. 
Furn for 4, mear Poly, $580/mo 
for yr lease: $635/mo for 10-mo 
lease, 543-8517 or 544-5385
CLOSE TO BEACH!
2 rooms in Morro Bay for summer 
Of r>ext year.non smoker, 772-3927
CONDO FOR RENT.Summer Rental 3or4 
people Laguna Lake Area For more 
Info Celt Michelle,756-4224__________
Large home in Los Osos with
SPA DISH VIEWS
Wbn t last call 772-3927
Lg 3 Bedroom-2V?6ath Townhouse Apt 
Yard-415 No Chorro $990/mo start- 
June 22 Harry aft 630pm 541-9578
NOW ACCEPTING 10 AND 12 MONTH”  
LEASES BEGINNING JUNE OR SEPT 
FOR THREE BEDROOM APTS. 543-1450 
EVES 544-1023_______
NOW LEASING FOR FALL 
9 or 12 month lease Furnished/ 
unfurnished two bedroom town- 
houses. new 2 bedroom flats, 
private studios Call 543-4950
Room to share in house $175 walk 
to Poly available now 541-5948
4 BR 1 Bath no garage owner will 
Finance 179,900 Jim McBride C-21 
TEAM Realty 541-5101 or 541-1921
AAAIBEST PRICED CONDOS & HOMES 
LISTED FREE INFORMATION PACKET 
AVAILABLE. ON CAMPUS CALL- 
MARGUERITE CENTURY 21 541j-M32 _
BUYING A HOUSE OR CONDO? For a 
FREE LIST of all the least 
expensive houses $ condos for sale 
in SLO CALL Steve Nelson 543-8370
and leave message.Farrell Smyth,Inc
CONDOS WANTED
I have several clients wanting to 
buy, so if you're thinking of 
selling soon please call Jim C-21 
Team Realty 541-5101 or 541-1921
STUDENTS, 
WHY PAY RENT
when you can own for under $500, 
mnth incid space rent oac. 2 bdrm 
1967 Fleetwood remodelled inside 
and out-also many more to choose 
from BEACH C ltlES MOBILE 
HOMES. 473-0440.
Business
Directory
CHEESECAKE
is for sale by the slice in the 
dairy section at the campus store 
German Chocolate.Strawberry.Lemon
SL OPTOMETRIC CENTER 543-6632
Glasses-Contact Lenses-Eye Exams
PROFESSIONAL RESUME SERVICE
Laser prints;fast service:546-0844
RESUMES,GRAPHICS.LASER PRINTS
DreamScape Does IT! 541-6234
GULLIVER'S TRAVEL 546-8612
University Union Cal Poly
ACADEMIC WORD PROCESSING $1.50
double-spaced page Marcy 541-4214
C.W. Lavelle Secretarial Services
Studt disc. Quality work 528-5830
RESUMES, Senlor~Projects & More!
Laser Printer - Laura-549-8966
1(ÍCFfeí ASBESTOS
9TH ANNUAL
MR^ S
BEST COUPLES
OPEN 
$LO County
Bodybuilding Championships
Saturday May Sth • SLO Vet^  Hall
Prejudging Show
10:30 am  $5 General Admission
Evening Show
7:00 pm $10 General Admission 
$12.50 Res., $15 VIP
Sponsored by:
SLY96 FM/KKCB1400 Country / Maloney’s Gp
Produced and Directed by 
South Bay Video Productions 
F o r  i n f o s  5 4 G - 8 2 0 0
Fron psge 1
of the ACBM, deterioration or 
aging. If inhaled, the fibers can 
cause asbestiosis, a lung disease.
During clean up of Vista 
Grande, asbestos may have 
become a irbo rn  when the 
employees were scraping butter 
slats off the ceiling, said Robert 
Pahlow, manager of Plant 
Operations.
“ We’ve taken a lot of air sam­
ples, and nothing comes close to 
a dangerous level,” he said. “ If 
an action level was found, we 
would be required to give annual 
physicals and supply respiratory 
equipment.”
An action level of asbestos is .1 
fibers per cubic centimeter of air.
“ A cubic centimeter of air is 
the size of a die,”  said Don 
VanAcker, environmental health 
and safety officer. “ Asbestos 
fibers are so light that they can 
float forever.”
“The removal of the ACBMs is 
slated and ' hinges on funding,” 
Pahlow said.
Removal is based on a rating
system, Naretto said, and build­
ings with the “ highest score for 
loose asbestos fibers are cleaned 
first.
A final report submitted by the 
Chancellor’s Office to the finance 
department in Sacramento is us­
ed by the governor to determine 
how much money will be 
allocated for asbestos removal, 
Naretto said.
Currently there is a budget of 
$10 million to remove the 
asbestos, and the budget for 
1989-90 will be submitted to 
Gov. Deukmejian before July I, 
he said.
Non-state entities such as the 
University Union, food services 
and dormitories receive funding 
differently, Naretto said.
Asbestos removal from Vista 
Grande receives dormitory reve­
nue funding from the Founda­
tion, he said. “ They will pay a 
debt service and must repay a 
loan."
During the removal procedure, 
all doors and windows are 
covered with a plastic sheeting.
A Student Loan Company 
As Unique As ibu Are.
W ,^th rt name like EJuciiiJ there’s 
«mly t»ne thin^ we can d»»- specialire 
in student Ksins. This makes Ediicaid 
unique amon,; student lenders. 
We’ve made a business of servicing 
students’ special needs. It’s all we 
do. That's why we’re the best. And 
that's why you can depend on us tor 
that special, pers«>nal touch when 
you need it.
Educafd knowa you can’t wait 
for your monay. You need it now. 
From the m«>ment we receive your 
loan application, we’re fiKhtin^ the 
clock to tjet you your money fast. 
EducaM can sava you monay, 
too. You don’t pay interest on 
interest while you’re continually 
enrolled in schiHil. Educaid capi- 
talires the interest (adds it to the 
principal) on your SLS only once— 
at ttraduation.
See your Financial Aid Office. If ytru’re 
eligible fi>r a Stafford Loan (GSL) or an 
SI^, ask for Educaid. Or give us a call:
3301 C Street, Suite lOO-A 
Sacramento, CA 95816
all ACBMs are wetted down to 
prevent airborn asbestos and an 
air filtration machine filters the 
air through the outside, Pahlow 
said.
Air is circulated through the 
filters where the asbestos fibers 
will attach themselves, he said.
The fibers are counted to sec if 
the asbestos exceeded the limit 
during the process.
“ If you’re doing it right, you 
will not get any asbestos in the 
air,” Naretto said.
After removal, the asbestos is 
shipped to an approved harard- 
ous waste dump, said Pahlow.
Companies used to cover up 
asbestos and not remove it, said 
Naretto.
“ Asbestos was incapsulated by 
an approved EPA sealant.”
However, the asbestos on 
campus that was covered up 
about seven or eight years ago is 
now being removed, such as in 
the Farm Shop, he said.
Every year more asbestos will 
be removed until ail of it is gone. 
Naretto said.
WOW
From page 1
Graduate, and to the top of 
Cuesta grade to watch the 
sunset. These activities give the 
counselors a chance to find a co­
counselor and meet othas in the 
program.
A week before school starts in 
September, between 2,5(X) and 
2,700 new students will be divid­
ed among the new counselors for 
a week of fun and education.
” People have a real difficult 
time succeeding if they’re lonely 
and do not feel like part of a 
group,” said WOW adviser Bob 
Walters, who is also assistant 
director of Student Life and Ac­
tivities. "We do not want that to 
happen. The whole intent is to 
provide a situation where people 
can adapt to a new environ­
ment.”
” We take it very seriously,” 
Warren said. ” It’s not just silly 
hats — we have an incredible in­
fluence (on new students).”
This year’s WOW theme is 
"The SuperWOW Market.” 
Every  week counse lors ,  
facilitators and board members 
dress in variations of the theme. 
The first Tuesday was bookstore 
night — participants came as 
everything from crayons to 
scantrons, Warren said.
Last week’s theme seemed to 
exemplify I989’s WOW program 
— "New and Improved.”
STUDENT&YOUTH 
A IR FA R E S
BOOKNOWFOR
SUMMER
RETURN FUGHTS
LONDON_____fnnn $650
OSLO________ fr«n $750
STOCKHOLM, from $750 
COPENHAGEN mHn$760
PARIS________ ir^ n $690
FRANKFURT _  ir... $650
SYDNEY_____,r«n $745
BANGKOK___ from $626
TOKYO______ from $585
COSTA RICA _  frmo $370 
RIODE JANEIROfrom $850
• D6STINATKDNS WORLDWIDE
• EQUALLY LOW ONE WAY FARES
• MULTI-STOP/ROUND THE WORLD 
FARES AVAILABLE
• EURAIL PASSES AVAILABLE
• TOURS-USSR. CHINA. EUROPE
• CALL OR WRITE FOR FREE BROCHURE
T H E  S T U D E N T  T R A V E L  N E T W O R K
1824-1574
«  MSTWOOO M.VD 
U» ANSfUt. CA MM
1934-8722 ____V\
